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Reading: (1) (the rest of) Partee, Barbara  (1995) "Lexical Semantics and Compositionality", in 

Invitation to Cognitive Science, 2nd edition. Daniel Osherson, general editor; in Part I: 
Language, Lila Gleitman and Mark Liberman, eds. MIT Press, Cambridge, pp. 311-360.  

 (2) Cooper, Richard, and Franks, Bradley. 1996. The iteration of concept combination in sense 
generation. In Proceedings of the 18th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, 
ed. G. W. Cottrell, 523-528. San Diego. 
http://cogent.psyc.bbk.ac.uk/publications/cooperfranks96.html   

(3) Coulson, Seana, and Fauconnier, Giles. 1999. Fake guns and stone lions: conceptual blending and 
privative adjectives. In Cognition and Function in Language, eds. B. Fox, D. Jurafsky and L. 
Michaelis. Palo Alto: CSLI.  

Optional reading (available on website http://people.umass.edu/partee/ ): Partee, Barbara H. in press. 
Privative adjectives: subsective plus coercion. To appear in Presuppositions and Discourse, 
eds. R. Bäuerle, U. Reyle and T. E. Zimmermann. Amsterdam: Elsevier.  

 

1. The difference between modifier constructions and compounds. 
Different stress patterns in English modifier +head vs. compound constructions: 
(1) 
Compounds        Modifiers 
 
tóy store         toy tráin 
cát food         chicken sóup 
órange juice        orange páint 
bláckbird         black cát 
skáting pond        running bóy 
páper tray  [e.g. in a Xerox machine]   paper airplane 
 
Complex examples to discuss: 
 American history teacher: (i) American history + teacher: a compound with a phrasal first 
part, formed with a modifier. (ii) American + history teacher: American is a modifier 
modifying the compound noun history teacher 
 
Different semantics: compounds are less compositional; their meaning often includes a 
context-dependent relation. 
 
(2) toy store: a store that sells toys 
 cat food:  food for cats 
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 orange juice:  juice made from oranges  
 blackbird:  a particular kind of bird (which is characterized as black) 
 skating pond:  a pond where you can go skating, or a pond for skating on 
 
(3) The interpretation of novel examples (see Partee 1995).  
bear towel, butter clock, snow door, …   (you could make this into a game) 
 
(4)  Variations in interpretation strategies: the Gleitman and Gleitman experiments. 
  Combinations of 3 words, with variation in word order and stress pattern. Some of the 
words can be either adjective or noun. 
 (i) BLACK HOUSE bird       (a “house bird” (compound) that is black) 
 (ii) BLACK house BIRD        (compound:  “black-house” (also a compound) plus bird) 
   To interpret:  imagine a meaning for “black-house”; then imagine what kind of 
bird would be associated in what way with such a house. Maybe a black-house is a house that 
is always kept dark for developing photographs (there is a word “blackroom” with such a 
meaning), and maybe a blackhouse bird is a bird that lives in a/the blackhouse.. 
 (iii) HOUSE BLACK bird 
 (iv) HOUSE black BIRD 
 (v)  HOUSE black BIRD  I’m not sure that G&G distinguished (iv) from (v). In both 
cases the first part is a compound “house-black”. That could be a particular shade of black, or 
it could be the stuff you use to make a house black, or a person whose job it is to blacken the 
house.  In (iv), you then have to think up a possible meaning for the compound: some relation 
between a bird and “house-black”. Maybe it’s a bird which is always used in some way by 
the person who blackens the house.  In (v), house-black should be a modifier of ‘bird’, so 
house-black is probably a particular color.  
 
Difficult cases: stone lion, fake gun.  See the articles by Cooper and Franks and by Coulson 
and Fauconnier. We’ll discuss them briefly; and there are questions about them in the 
homework problems. 

2.  Favorite and genitives. 
Introduction: 
Old Partee analysis: two types for favorite; the result is always relational, but the “input” 
noun may be either relational or not. Basic type: TCN/CN; shifted type TCN/TCN. 

The combinations favorite team, favorite sister always act like TCN’s. “x’s favorite 
team” is the team that x likes best out of all teams; “x’s favorite sister” is the sister of x’s that 
x likes best out of all sisters of x. 
 
A natural alternative approach for Jensen and Vikner to take, which was suggested in Partee 
and Borschev (1998) and worked out in Vikner and Jensen (1999), is to say that favorite  is 
only of the endocentric type TCN/TCN, and if you combine it with a plain CN, that plain CN 
is coerced to become a TCN. 
 
Objection to that approach raised by Partee and Borschev: shouldn’t coercion predict that we 
would get the same relational reading for a given CN when it is coerced to become a TCN, 
whether it is coerced by the genitive construction or by favorite? 
 
But the coerced relations are clearly sometimes not the same: 
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(21)  (a) Mary’s  favorite movie    
(b) Mary’s movie.  

(22)  (a) Mary’s  favorite poem 
  (b) Mary’s poem.  
 
Jensen and Vikner’s response, which we agree with: there is more to coercion than just shifting the types. 
The semantics of the functor words that are doing the coercing can influence more than just the type of the 
shift. For instance, 
 -- the genitive “likes” Agentive, Part-Whole, and Control relations; 
 -- favorite “likes” Telic relations, likes to add an ‘experiencer’ or ‘beneficiary’. 
Furthermore, sortal properties of the head noun play a large role in constraining and influencing the 
possible shifts of a noun to relational readings. The role of the sort of the noun is explored in Borschev and 
Partee (1998, 1999a,b), following earlier related work by Borschev and Knorina. We are pursuing this 
work further in cooperation with colleagues in Russia. 
 
So as we study coercion in the context of genitives, relational and non-relational nouns, and favorite, we 
move from a largely “structural” study of type-shifting to a more fine-grained study of “sort-shifting” and 
the interaction of lexical and compositional semantics. Shifts in meanings of other adjectives can also be 
fruitfully reexamined in this light. 

2.1. Theories of favorite and adjective types.  
 Trying to decide between the two theories of the genitive leads to interesting questions 
about the meaning and "valency" of the adjective favorite, and about the interactions of 
compositional and lexical semantics. 

2.1.1. Partee 1983: non-uniform favorite with simple “likes best”  
 On the analysis of Partee (1983), favorite can combine with either a TCN or a CN, always 
resulting in a TCN. The basic meaning appears to be the one that combines with a plain CN, 
the other is derivable by what is probably a general type-shift rule.  
 

 (10)(a) |[favorite1]TCN/CN| = λP[λy[λx[P(x) & y likes x best out of P]]] 
         (b) |[favorite2]TCN/TCN| = λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & favorite1'(R(y))(x)]]] 

 The effect of these two interpretations is that Mary’s favorite movie, with CN movie, will 
pick out the movie that Mary likes best out of all movies, whereas Mary’s favorite teacher, 
with TCN teacher, will pick out the teacher that Mary likes best out of all of Mary’s teachers. 

2.1.2. Non-uniform favorite with added relational parameter, “likes best as a P, 
as an R”.  
 There may be another semantically obligatory parameter in the meaning of favorite, one 
which would be expressed overtly in expressions with ”likes” as an as-phrase:   
(11) Which teacher does Mary like best as a teacher/ as a person/ as a ping-pong partner? 
This in turn suggests a possible empirical difference between the predictions of the two 
approaches to the genitive, discussed in Section 5 below.  
 First consider the missing parameter in combination with a TCN. We think that Mary’s 
favorite teacher normally means “teacher of Mary’s that Mary likes best as a teacher out of 
all of her teachers”, with the same relation showing up in all three places. I.e., with a TCN, 
we use its inherent R to supply the missing parameter. So the revised meaning of “favorite + 
TCN” would be: 
(12)   |[favorite2]TCN/TCN| = λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & y likes x as an R better than any other z 
  such that (R(y))(x)]]] 
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 And what about “favorite + CN”? For a first hypothesis, let’s suppose that “Mary’s 
favorite violinist” means the violinist that Mary likes best as a violinist. This means that with 
a plain CN we use its inherent P to fix the missing parameter. Then the definition of Partee’s 
TCN/CN version of favorite would be revised as follows: 

(13) |[favorite1]TCN/CN| = λP[λy[λx[P(x) & y likes x better as a P than any other z such 
that P(z)]]] 

2.1.3. “Possible Jensen and Vikner” analysis: uniform favorite with coercion.  
 Favorite may be the only adjective which obligatorily produces a TCN output. It was not 
clear which of its types on the Partee 1983 analysis should be considered basic. Probably its 
more marked type, TCN/CN, should be the basic lexical type for favorite, a marked sort of 
adjective, with its more unmarked type TCN/TCN derived as a natural alternative. The 
Bittner and Hale constraint (no shifts into otherwise unattested category-type pairings) would 
in fact require this choice.  
 For J&V it would be reasonable to exclude the type TCN/CN altogether, require all 
adjectives to be endocentric (i.e. of some type X/X), and let favorite trigger coercion of the 
CN that it applies to form a TCN. We will therefore assume that J&V would prefer to have 
just one meaning for favorite, of type TCN/TCN, just as they favor a uniform treatment of the 
genitive. 
 This was suggested in Partee and Borschev (in press); and carried out in J&V (ms. 1998). 

2.1.4. Coercion analysis: effects on analysis of other adjectives and type-
shifting. 
 The analysis of such inherently relational adjectives as favorite suggests taking a second 
look at traditionally CN/CN adjectives like new. We can distinguish four separate (but 
related) types for new. 
 (14)(a) [new1]t/e : "hasn't existed long" (a new movie) 
     (b) [new2]CN/CN: "hasn't been a CN long" (a new movie star) 
     (c) [new3]TCN/TCN:"hasn't been TCN-of long" (my new friend) 
     (d) [new4]TCN/CN: "hasn't been (free) Ri-of long" (John's new car is an old car.) 
 
The TCN/CN version, new4, is definable from the TCN/TCN version and a free R: 
 (15)  new4' =  λP[λy[λx[P(x) & new3'(R)(y)(x)]]] 
 
 The coercion idea of Jensen and Vikner suggests the possibility of eliminating the 
TCN/CN version of new altogether and accounting for it via coercion of the noun instead; 
this would be desirable insofar as CN/CN and TCN/TCN are both natural types (endocentric 
modifiers), and TCN/CN a marked type which should be used, if at all, only for lexically 
basic meanings like the meaning of favorite.  
 In the example of (14d), then, the genitive would force the whole CN new car to become 
TCN, and the adjective and noun would then most naturally be construed as TCN/TCN and 
TCN respectively. 
 We can then suggest some natural generalizations about adjective meanings and adjective 
meaning-shifts. 
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(16)(a) Basic types for adjectives: t/e (e → t) and CN/CN (( e → t) → (e → t)). 
  (b) Natural shifts: 
  (i) from t/e: by conjunction only. 
   t/e to CN/CN: λPλx[P(x) & ADJ1(x)] 
   t/e to TCN/TCN: λR[λy[λx[R(y)(x) & ADJ1'(x)]]] 
  (ii) from CN/CN 
   to t/e:  ADJ2(x) = ADJ1(entity')(x) 
   to TCN/TCN: ADJ3(R)(y)(x) = ADJ1'(R(y))(x) 

2.2. Exploring  coercion principles: genitive vs. favorite. Different “preferred 
relations? 
Partee (1983/97) had two types for favorite and two types for John’s, depending on whether 
they were combining with a plain CN or a relational TCN. In favorite brother, favorite is the 
type that we are abbreviating (using categorial grammar terminology as a shorthand) as 
TCN/TCN. In favorite movie, favorite is of type TCN/CN.  
 
As we noted last time, a uniform genitive with coercion suggests that we also treat favorite 
uniformly. Instead of analyzing Mary’s favorite movie with a TCN/CN type of meaning for 
favorite, we could rule out the type TCN/CN as a possible adjective type altogether. We 
could then treat favorite uniformly as type TCN/TCN, letting it coerce a plain noun to a 
relational noun just as the genitive does. 

2.2.1  Against coercion with favorite. 
 But on second look, it does not seem right after all to treat favorite uniformly as 
TCN/TCN with the same kind of coercion of a CN argument as occurs with the genitive. The 
reason for not wanting to coerce the CN to a TCN comes from examples like (21a) and (21b). 
 
(21)  (a) Mary’s  favorite movie  
  (b) Mary’s movie.  
 
 Example (21a) has a very clear meaning that hardly seems context-dependent at all. It 
would take a very strong context to get it to mean anything other than simply "the movie 
Mary likes best", with its domain parameter understood simply as the set of all movies, or all 
movies in some contextually delimited set. No particular relation between Mary and movies 
is suggested or required; movie does not seem to be coerced to any TCN reading. 
 But Mary’s movie is quite a different matter: There is no most obvious lexical relation 
that would trigger lexical coercion, but the possibilities would include such things as “acted 
in”, “directed”, “rented from the video store”, “reviewed for the local paper”, etc.   
 The main difference between the two cases is that there need be no shift to any such 
relation in interpreting Mary’s favorite movie. It may happen, e.g. if we replace the “neutral” 
name Mary by the name of a known director, actor, movie critic, etc., (as in Fellini’s favorite 
movie), that contextual knowledge might indeed favor a shift from simply “likes best as a 
movie (to watch) out of the set of all movies” to “liked best (to direct?) out of the set of all of 
his (directed by him) movies”. But even in such a case the shift is not required; Fellini’s 
favorite movie can also simply mean the movie he liked best, which need not be one of “his” 
movies.  
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2.2.2. In favor of coercion with favorite, looking at more than just types. 
  But on third look, as Jensen and Vikner have noted (Jensen and Vikner, ms. 1998), one can 
argue that shifting probably more than just types, and it is very likely that the coercions triggered by 
favorite and by the genitive construction, while identical at the level of types, show fine-grained 
semantic distinctions in the nature of the relation they “want” the noun to have.  
 
Both genitives and favorite occur with many sorts of inherently relational nouns (“TCNs”), subject to 
the restriction that for favorite, the ‘possessor’ term of the relation must be approximately animate. 
But when they “coerce” a plain CN to take on a relational interpretation,  favorite “likes” “telically-
oriented” relations, whereas genitive “prefers” “agentive” relations,  “possession/control” relations, 
and “part/whole” relations.  
 
This difference is particularly clear in the following pair, noted by Ekaterina Rakhilina (p.c.): 
 
(1) (a) Mary’s poem  

(b) Mary’s favorite poem 
 
Example (1a) is from Jensen & Vikner (ms. 1998); they note that the default interpretation is one in 
which Mary is the author (a case of “agent”) of the poem. Rakhilina observes that the clear default for 
(1b) is one in which Mary is a reader (or hearer) of the poem; this can be taken as an instance of the 
“telic” relation, since “poems are to read”. (Cf. the similar telic preference in Mary enjoyed the poem, 
a kind of case discussed by Pustejovsky.) 
 
The idea that (1b) may be an instance of a telic relation, with Mary as something like a beneficiary or 
experiencer, is different from the view expressed in Partee and Borschev (in press) (see section 1.2.1 
above). At that time, we did not see movie as “becoming relational” at all when it combines with 
favorite. There we just thought of favorite as adding a relation, as if favorite movie meant simply 
movie that __ likes best. 
 
Does favorite really coerce a CN to a TCN meaning or not? Does the relation of a poem to its reader 
or hearer become part of a shifted TCN-type meaning of poem in (1b), or is that relation just 
something salient in the context but not literally part of the meaning? So far, we seem to lack clear 
ways to argue this issue one way or the other. 
 
The contrast is not often as clear-cut as with (1a,b). But the existence of such contrasts dispels the 
otherwise reasonable supposition that type shifting is just a matter of “find the most salient possible 
relational reading of the given noun”.  

2.2.3. Jensen and Vikner’s coercion principles for genitives and for ‘favorite’. 
See the sample (partial) lexical entries given in J&V’s example (M), with both relational and non-relational 
nouns and with illustrations of “telic” and “agentive” roles in the qualia structure; later examples also 
include part-whole words like nose with a relevant “constitutive” role in its qualia structure.  
 
Corresponding type-shifts induced by genitive. 
 
Items with inherent relations don’t need to shift. 
 
The Co shift, which endows a word with the relation that comes from its Consitutive role. (See J&V’s 
discussion about their disagreement with Pustejovsky about whether the Constitutive role should specify 
what parts an object has (Pustejovsky) or what kind of object it is or may be a part of (J&V).) In these 
shifting principles, W is a sortal noun and W’ is the one-place predicate which forms the core of its lexical 
meaning. QC(W), QA(W), QT(W) stand for the relations specified in the constitutive qualia role, the 
agentive qualia role, and the telic qualia role for the given noun, respectively.  
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(6) Co(W) = λy [ λx [W’(x) & QC(W)(y)(x)]] 
(7) Ag(W) = λy [ λx [W’(x) & QA(W)(x)(y)]] 
(8) Te(W) = λy [ λx [W’(x) & QT(W)(x)(y)]] 
 
Note: the order of arguments of QC(W) is opposite to the order in the other cases; this may or may not be 
significant. We could make the order uniform by redefining the “Constitutive” qualia role as the converse 
of the one used by J&V. We have no empirical arguments concerning this point. 
 
The “control” relation (which they prefer to the notion of “possession”) is specified differently; its 
meaning is in a sense more “external” and does not come from any qualia role in the meaning of the noun. 
The predicate “control” carries presuppositions that x and y are such that x (typically animate) is able to 
“control” (possibly but not necessarily own or possess) y (possibly but not necessarily an artifact.) 
 
(9) Ctr(W) = λy [ λx [W’(x) & control’(x)(y)]] 
 
The genitive may trigger any of coercions Co, Ag, Ctr. Favorite triggers coercion Te. 
 
In order to have a uniform treatment of the genitive while maintaining their distinction between “lexical” 
and “pragmatic” coercion, they introduce an additional meaning-shifting operator Prag. 
 
(10) Prag(W) = λy [ λx [W’(x) & related-to’(y)(x)]] 
 
(We prefer a free variable R where they have “related-to”, but we’re not discussing that here.) 
 
The meaning of favorite: Jensen and Vikner (ms. 1998) propose that instead of the simple 
“likes best” of Partee and Borschev, the meaning of favorite involves the predicate “prefers”, 
a predicate that takes states of affairs rather than entities as arguments. Their suggestion for a 
uniformly relation-seeking meaning of favorite is: 
 
(11) favorite’:  
 λR[λy[λx[ R(y)(x) & ∀ z[(R(y)(z) & z ≠ x) → prefer’ (R(y)(z)) (R(y)(x)) (y)]]]] 
 
The fact that favorite prefers to coerce with the telic role-based shift is then plausibly 
derivable from the semantics of the relation prefer. J&V note that nouns denoting jobs, like 
teacher and waiter, have natural telic roles that surface in the meanings of Anne’s favorite 
waiter, etc. Some nouns like color have no lexical telic role, and for these, pragmatic shifts 
are required, still constrained by the need to make contextual sense of the “prefer” in the 
meaning of favorite. 

One nice piece of evidence given by J&V for the claim that favorite is connected to the 
telic role of nouns it combines with is the fact that dialogues like the following are coherent 
and natural:  
 
(12) What’s your favorite cigarette?  -- I don’t smoke. 
 
Two of the interesting challenges raised and addressed by J&V in connection with their  
discovery of these fine-grained differences in the coercion-preferences of genitives and 
favorite are these. (1) How do we specify that favorite “has access to” the Te operator, but 
the genitive does not, and similarly for the other differences between them? (2) Sometimes 
the genitive or favorite is in construction with a whole common noun phrase, not just a 
lexical common noun; how can the shifting operators “see” the relations embedded in the 
qualia structure of the lexical noun and yet operate on the whole composed common noun 
phrase? See Section 5 of their paper for first steps at answers to these questions. 
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HOMEWORK #3. (Due March 31) 
Choose any two. 
1. (Related Partee to 1995, problem 11.1, p. 154).  Consider the two meanings of “the French 

teacher” discussed in section 11.2.1 of Partee 1995, and consider the hypothesis that one meaning 
involves a compound and the other involves a modifier.  
(i) Translate both into Russian and one other language.  
(ii) Look for evidence for the hypothesis that the modifier construction is more nearly universal 

than the compound construction. What constructions does Russian use where English uses 
compounds?  If there is more than one Russian construction that sometimes corresponds to 
English compounds, can you think of any hypotheses concerning the choice of which 
construction will be used in which cases? 

2. Look at the paper by Coulson and Fauconnier, the second-to-last paragraph of section 5 on page 
7. Look at their examples of additional possible meanings of stone lion. Can you find arguments 
that these additional meanings involve not a modifier use of the noun stone but a compound 
construction.  How would stone lion be translated into Russian in these various basic and 
extended meanings? Does Russian have a uniform morpho-syntactic means for forming modifiers 
with the meaning “made of X”, or are they sometimes turned into adjectives and sometimes 
expressed in some other way? 

3. Look at the arguments concerning English favorite.  Construct similar arguments for Russian 
ljubimyj. What analysis seems most plausible to you for Russian ljubimyj? 

4. Look at the debate about fake in the paper by Coulson and Fauconnier and the paper by Cooper 
and Franks, and also the remarks in the handout of Lecture 4. I think everyone has some good 
ideas but no one has all the answers. Tell what you think is one good idea in each of the three 
sources, and one problem or incompleteness in each. Give brief reasons for your choices.  

 


